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SAP Business Intelligence is often abbreviated as SAP BI training. Candidates who undergo this
training have promising career profiles above others. Companies have a huge demand for these
individuals. This is true for almost any country.

Three Different Training Forms

â€¢There is traditional in-class training which is available and believed to be quite effective.

â€¢There are also training modules available from institutes. This can be in the form of tapes, notes,
summaries, etc.

â€¢Online training is the most advantageous of all three types of SAP training courses and it is the
third form. It is cheapest of all too. It allows learners to continue being trained from any location.

The Course

1.Any institute would typically appoint the candidate roughly, 80-hour session. The entire teaching
period will be distributed under several sub-modules. The sessions can be conducted in the
weekdays or even in the weekends.  For online learning, one can distribute time of 80- hours
according to their spare time.

Allocation of timing somewhat depends on the subject who will undergo the BI. He/she will sit with
the consultant to determine the timing allocation. If the candidate is undergoing classes under an
institute then the authorities will decide the timing and the course session.

It is not necessary for the student to have any prior knowledge of special programming.
Nonetheless, certain basic academic qualification helps push their career further. These are:

â€¢MBA

â€¢ACCA

â€¢CA

â€¢CMA

2.Various topics are covered under the session. It involves teaching the candidate basic SAP as
well as Business Data Warehouse. Administrator Workbench also forms part of the study course for
the candidate. Other than that, they learn about Business Explorer and Extraction, as well as
reporting. The final course material involves the subject matter, which is BI.

Students under the courses go through a number of case studies to have experience of what the
application of the knowledge is like. This helps in development of skill, which is very necessary for
the students. The real world situation will be diverse and different than what the conditions is in
class. If the student can absorb the functionalities that exist for BI in the real world, it will help
him/her to further their career.

3.This is then followed with a brief about OLAP terminologies, which includes ETL, Business
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Content Objects, ERP, analysis, ODS, Cubes, and other aspects. Detailed knowledge is given to
the candidate on the system environment and they are coached on the intricacies of transaction
coding, business packets, system backdrop, Metadata Repository, as well as several such other
related features.

In the later phases, the candidates are taught about how BI can be explored in lines along Metadata.

The course fee is pretty much dependent on a number of factors, such as the institute, the duration
of the classes and such others. Since this course is catching up fast in several industries at varied
countries, one can find SAP training London services available like any other education services
elsewhere. The  course fees are reasonable as well.
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Kpsglobal  - About Author:
Get benefitted from SAP training at kpsglobal and get certified as SAP professional.KPS GLOBAL
provides high-quality solutions on training and course on SAP that are supported by professionals.a
SAP BI training  helps to provide effective solutions using the most updated technology and
advance methods.
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